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Science Weekly Debrief 

Science Monthly this week. For Science Monthly information in ODOCS, click here then follow the path: 
Folders -> Documents and Drawings -> OSIRIS-REx Bennu Proximity Operations -> Science Status -> Science 
Monthly -> 2018-11-15. 

 
Science Productivity and Deliverables 

 Design Reference Asteroid Scorecard – Mike Nolan 

Mike gave an overview of progress toward orbital elements (within uncertainties; expected in 1 week), bulk 
properties (within uncertainties; expected with shape model delivery 11/19), rotation state (obliquity within 
uncertainties, pole ~2 sigma off; expected with shape model delivery 11/19), phase function (in progress, due 
later this month), and environmental properties (no satellites down to 8 cm diameter, no dust; others in 
progress). 

 MRD Science Requirements Status – Jon Cutts 

We have fulfilled MRD-142a and -144 (dust plume and natural satellite searches, respectively), and we have all 
the observations needed for MRD-157 and -158 (lightcurve and phase function, respectively). This status 
period, we blessed AP-8, -9, and -11 (dust plume search). The current data product completion forecast and 
this status period’s completions and slips are summarized in the slides. Daily data downlink statuses and 1-
month lookaheads are available on the OREX Wiki. 

Action item: Jon will update the MRD rollup to indicate that we have all observations needed for MRD-544 
(integrated thermal inertia) and MRD-159 (models of spectral variation); the observation on 12 December does 
not feed into these deliverables. 

 Publication Status – Cat Wolner 

Cat summarized recent updates to the publication guide and the current status of the publication plan (both are 
available on ODOCS and the Publications page). Science Team members are encouraged to register for an 
ORCID ID (https://orcid.org/). 

Science Team members should not share the plan to publish first-look results in Nature journals outside of the 
team, and especially not at AGU. 

 PDS Data Delivery Status – Kate Crombie 

Kate emphasized the necessity of sticking to our agreed-upon data delivery plan, as it constitutes a 
commitment to NASA HQ and an obligation to the science community. 

Lien-resolved TAGCAMS and OCAMS outbound cruise data have been delivered to the PDS; a meeting on 20 
December will certify the former and present review findings for the latter. The PI delivery meeting for OVIRS 
data is scheduled for 20 November. An issue with UTC labeling in these data was identified by the SPOC 
yesterday but is expected to be resolved soon. The PI delivery meeting for OTES data is scheduled for the 
week of 26 November. First-encounter data (covering the first three months of Approach) are due for delivery in 
May; preparations for this delivery begin in February. 

 
AGU Preparations 

https://soedms.as.arizona.edu/Classic/Folders/Folders.aspx
https://orcid.org/


 Erin Morton – Press Conference preparations – 12/10/18 – 2 pm EST 

The press conference will be held in the Shaw/LeDroit Room at the Marriott Marquis. AGU will livestream the 
event. The panel will include Jeff Grossman, Dante Lauretta, Mike Nolan, and Amy Simon. Other Science 
Team members may be asked to sit in the front row to field questions about their results. Interviews will take 
place immediately after the press conference. 

Christine Hoekenga will be tweeting throughout the conference. Social media support may be requested from 
Science Team members. 

Science Team members should avoid talking about their results before AGU (even if they are not presenters) 
and should let the CPE team know if they are contacted by the media. 

 Dante Lauretta – P21A-01 OSIRIS-REx Encounters Bennu: Initial Assessment from the Approach Phase 

Dante will introduce the mission, summarize our pre-encounter knowledge of Bennu, and give an overview of 
the OREX payloads (so other talks do not need to cover this). He will give a timeline of Approach observations 
and a preview of the other presentations (one slide each). He will compare Bennu and Ryugu broadly and 
close with thoughts on sample site selection. 

 Dani DellaGiustina – P21A-04 First Resolved Images of Asteroid (101955) Bennu 

Dani will cover “OCAMS 101” and give a snapshot of the data collected to date. She will discuss the 
photometry-texture relationship, the basemap thus far (currently with low phase angles), and color variations. 
Between now and AGU, she will focus on completing more of the basemap, resolving differences in geometric 
albedo, and more thoroughly analyzing MapCam color data. 

 Josh Emery – P21A-06 Thermophysical Properties of (101955) Bennu from OSIRIS-REx Approach Phase 
Data 

Josh will give an overview of the thermal experiment and the thermal modeling approach. He will discuss what 
we know already, new analysis of Spitzer data, and thermal inertia from OTES Approach data, to the extent 
possible. In a worst-case scenario (no thermal inertia), he will emphasize plans more heavily. The PI 
recommends including the Yarkovsky effect for linkage with Dan Scheeres’s presentation. 

 Carl Hergenrother – P21A-10 OSIRIS-REx Approach Phase Astronomical Observations of Asteroid 
Bennu: Searches for Hazards and Lightcurve, Color and Phase Function Photometry 

Carl will cover astronomical disk-integrated photometry, lightcurves, and the search for hazards, and will 
compare Approach-phase findings with those of the ground-based campaign. He will coordinate with the IPWG, 
PMWG, and spectral presentations. A best-case presentation would include improved photometric calibration. 
How much to say about the aliasing issues and calibration is yet to be determined. 

 Stephen Schwartz – P21A-11 A first look at Bennu and Ryugu for signatures of formation in the 
arrangements of its surface features 

Steve will highlight Ryugu surface features—including fresh craters, boulder vectors, and evidence for mass 
wasting—comparing with Bennu where possible and connecting these findings to evolutionary hypotheses. He 
will touch on the east/west dichotomy of the Ryugu surface, with a preliminary discussion of longitudinal 
uniformity on Bennu. 

 Vicky Hamilton – P22A-01 Spectral Analysis for the OSIRIS-REx Mission at Bennu 



Vicky will review the role of spectroscopy in the mission, touch on EGA, and describe the Approach campaign 
and data processing pipeline for OVIRS and OTES. She will show the spectral lightcurves, calibrated radiance 
spectra, and (best case) reflectance and emissivity spectra. 

 Lucille Le Corre – P22A-03 Comparison of Color Maps of Asteroids Ryugu and Bennu from the Approach 
Phase of Hayabusa2 and OSIRIS-REx missions 

Lucille will present a detailed interpretation of color variations on and between Bennu and Ryugu. She will 
discuss color ratio images and color properties of surface features. The team suggests adding error bars to the 
radiance factor plot (generally a good idea for any plot). 

 Dan Scheeres – P22A-05 Mass Determination of (101955) Bennu and Related OSIRIS-REx Gravity 
Science 

Dan will give the mass measurement after three flybys (<20% 3-sigma), as well as updates on other 
geophysical qualities (but not density inhomogeneity) and Yarkovsky science. Dan will reference Hayabusa2 
results presented at DPS and will coordinate with Mike Moreau and Josh Emery. 

 Beau Bierhaus – P22A-09 Crater Population(s) on (101955) Bennu, a B-Class Asteroid and Target of the 
OSIRIS-REx Mission 

Beau will discuss what we know about cratering on large asteroids and the less-well-understood cratering on 
small rubble piles. He will present candidate impact craters (best case, with initial age estimates) on Bennu and 
compare with cratering on Itokawa and Ryugu, in coordination with Kevin Walsh. 

 Kevin Walsh – P22A-11 Initial Perspectives on Surface Geology of (101955) Bennu including 
Comparisons to (162173) Ryugu 

Kevin will review what we know about Bennu geology and present geologic maps of polygonal slices of the 
asteroid surface. In the best case, the mapped polygons will show substantial diversity, enable interesting 
comparisons with Ryugu, and inform a cohesive story about surface history, shape change, mass movement, 
and evolution. 

 Keara Burke – P22A-12 Boulder Size Frequency Distribution (SFD) of (101955) Bennu 

Keara will discuss the methods, uncertainty (still being refined), and general context for the boulder-counting 
analysis. She will present the size-frequency distribution, the completeness limit, comparisons with Itokawa and 
Ryugu, and possibly an extrapolation to smaller particle sizes. She plans to confirm her findings with an 
independent source, probably Maurizio Pajola. 

 Olivier Barnouin – P33C-3835 The Shape of Bennu 

Olivier will present qualitative and quantitative analyses of the shape characteristics of Bennu. He will compare 
Bennu’s shape with that of other asteroids and discuss its relationship to top-shaped asteroid models. He will 
use the shape model to make inferences about Bennu’s evolution and current state. 

 Phil Christensen – P33C-3837 The OSIRIS-REx Thermal Emission Spectrometer (OTES) Instrument 

Phil will summarize OTES’s performance, the data collected, and the calibration effects that have been 
encountered so far. Except for spectral ringing, all calibration effects will become non-issues once the 
spacecraft arrives at Bennu. 

 Amy Simon – P33C-3838 In-flight Performance and Science Results from the OSIRIS-REx Visible and IR 
Spectrometer (OVIRS) 



[not presented—see end of summary for an OVIRS update] 

 Bashar Rizk – P33C-3839 OCAMS Reveals (101955) Bennu 

[not presented] 

 Dathon Golish – P33C-3841 Photometric Modeling of Surface-Resolved Bennu Images During Approach 

Dathon’s poster will elaborate on Carl’s talk, with a focus on the resolved data. He will show phase plots from 
Approach imagery, compare observations with simulations, and compare MapCam pan images (color 
calibration nearly finalized) with PolyCam images (radiance calibration expected to improve). 

 Lucy Lim – P33C-3844 The Global Thermal Infrared Spectrum of Bennu: Comparison with Spitzer IRS 
Asteroid Spectra 

Lucy will discuss the Bennu thermal infrared spectrum in context with those of other asteroids. In the worst-
case scenario, only the context component can be discussed; per Vicky, the processing pipeline for the data 
needed for this analysis might be deployed as late as mid-December. 

 Carina Bennett – P33C-3848 Hazard Identification Using CosmoQuest Citizen Science for the OSIRIS-
REx Mission 

Carina’s poster will give an overview of the Bennu Mappers citizen science application, the testing completed 
so far, and the user calibration and cluster weighting methods. She will promote use of the app, which will 
come online next year. 

 Patrick Michel – P33C-3850 Disruption and Reaccumulation as the Origin of the Ryugu and Bennu Top 
Shapes? 

Patrick will present the results of modeling impact-related disruptions to Bennu and Ryugu. He will evaluate the 
final shapes of the aggregates after reaccumulation and discuss the implications for evolutionary pathways. 

 Mark Perry – P33C-3853 Surface Lineaments and Large-Scale Mass Movement on Bennu 

Mark will give an overview of surface lineaments and explain how those found on asteroids relate to internal 
structure. He will present the lineament identification criteria and any lineaments identified thus far—including a 
possible mass wasting example (the large dark feature)—with preliminary implications. 

 Maurizio Pajola – P33C-3854 The Size-Frequency Distribution of Boulders >10 m on Asteroid 101955 
Bennu: landing safety and scientific return 

Maurizio will present SFD results from 10 images taken over a span of 28 minutes (total boulders counted so 
far, 683). The SFD method is different from Keara’s and thus will yield different results; per Dani, this should be 
explained, and the presentations should cross-reference each other. 

 Kate Crombie – P33C-3858 Schedule of Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, Security–
Regolith Explorer Data Product Releases to the Planetary Data System 

Kate’s poster will lay out our PDS delivery plans and process, making clear the latency between delivery and 
availability (which should shorten progressively). She will include a table of when data are expected to be made 
public and a sign-up for notifications of data availability. 



 
Other notes 

 Updates to the data product approval process – Mike Nolan 

Customer WGs will have 36 hours to approve L2 products, after which they will be assumed to have abstained. 
High-level data products will be presented at meetings and approved offline. 

 Orientation of Bennu in figures and movies – Mike Nolan 

Show Bennu with the positive pole or IAU north up—not with the negative pole up. If there is a scientific reason 
to show a different orientation, do so, but be explicit and internally consistent. 

 OVIRS calibration status – Amy Simon 

Calibration and validation changes to the pipeline have been delivered to the SPOC (CR-369). The next step is 
to validate pipeline-processed SPOC test data, after which the updated pipeline will be deployed and Amy will 
bless the L2 data for Science Team use (on track for 22–24 November). 

The new calibration shows Bennu data matching predictions much more closely than previously, except above 
4 micrometers, where there is a fall-off in detector response with temperature. This fall-off is caused by OVIRS 
running hotter than expected and will thus be evident in all data. 

In the future, OVIRS will call a short deep-space calibration block that will not include the internal source, 
obviating the problem discussed at the 8 November Science Weekly meeting. Existing data from the longer 
block will be corrected with a bug fix. 

Upcoming meetings 

No meeting next week (Thanksgiving). The next Science Weekly will be Thursday 29 November. 

 


